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DISTRIBUTED MULTI - INPUT adjusting operating frequency or voltage , dynamically 
MULTI - OUTPUT CONTROL THEORETIC enabling or disabling hardware units , power gating blocks , 
METHOD TO MANAGE HETEROGENEOUS reducing active cache sizes , dynamically configuring the 

SYSTEMS accuracy of floating point units , disabling optional stages in 
5 graphics pipelines , etc. ) are controlled to optimize power 

GOVERNMENT RIGHTS consumption and performance . In some types of single - chip 
heterogeneous processors , the IP blocks are controlled from 

This invention was made with Government support under a centralized system management unit ( SMU ) . These SMUS 
PathForward Project with Lawrence Livermore National can be tasked with enforcing numerous protection mecha 
Security ( Prime Contract No. DE - AC52-07NA27344 , Sub- nisms ( e.g. , chip - wide and IP block thermal constraints , di / dt 
contract No. 3620717 awarded by DOE . The Government limits , voltage droop mitigation , etc. ) , in addition to per 
has certain rights in this invention . forming a plethora of dynamic performance optimizations . 

For example , demand for an IP block can be estimated so BACKGROUND that extra power can be supplied to the IP block or its 
Modern processing units , such as central processing units operating frequency can be increased in order to optimize its 

( CPUs ) , graphics processing units ( GPUs ) , application spe runtime performance . 
cific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) , etc. often include multiple Accordingly , firmware for such centralized SMUs can be 
intellectual property ( IP ) blocks , which each represent a difficult and costly to design , since the design of a central 
modular block of logic or circuitry that can be connected 20 ized SMU relies on knowledge of the performance and 
with other IP blocks to create the complete processing unit . power characteristics for every IP block being managed by 
The multiple IP blocks in a single processing unit may be the SMU . Thus , an increasing number of heterogeneous IP 
designed by different parties , and the designs may be the blocks in a processing unit can lead to a corresponding 
intellectual property of their respective parties . increase in SMU complexity and design time . However , the 

These processing units and the computer systems in 25 implementation of complex dynamic control mechanisms 
which they are implemented are carefully managed in order can utilize a significant amount of computation , and is 
to maximize their performance , minimize energy usage , and limited by the computing bandwidth of the SMU microcon 
meet myriad constraints such as power distribution limits . troller . A single centralized SMU also has limited commu 
This management has traditionally been done in centralized nication bandwidth , which could result in communication 
controllers , which has led to difficulties when optimizing 30 and decision delays when the SMU is tasked with control 
heterogeneous systems with many different localized goals ling a large number of IP blocks . 
( e.g. , within individual IP blocks ) along with system - wide In addition , some heterogeneous systems include multiple 
goals that may conflict with the localized goals . processing units ( e.g. , CPUs , GPUs , etc. ) , such that multiple 

SMUS coexist in a single system . Such arrangements may 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 35 result when , for example , accelerators are added over expan 

sion buses like PCIe , or devices in the system are assembled 
The present disclosure is illustrated by way of example , according to a chiplet - based approach in which separate IP 

and not by way of limitation , in the figures of the accom- blocks are laid down on a shared substrate . The multiple 
panying drawings . SMUs in the system will try to optimize their respective 

FIG . 1 illustrates an embodiment of a computing system 40 local devices ; however , without a mechanism for facilitating 
that includes a processing unit . cooperation between the SMUs , poor global optimization 
FIG . 2 illustrates a hierarchical distributed control system can result . 

in a processing device , according to an embodiment . A centralized control theoretic mechanism as described 
FIG . 3 illustrates an embodiment of a subsystem control above cannot be easily distributed across multiple devices 

module , according to an embodiment . 45 because it lacks ( i ) native support for channels to commu 
FIG . 4 is a flow diagram illustrating a process for con nicate between multiple controllers and ( ii ) inherent robust 

trolling hardware subsystems in a processing unit , according ness to uncertainty in a multi - controller environment . With 
to an embodiment . regard to the former , ad hoc heuristics can be used to 

coordinate decisions between devices ; however , this defeats 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 50 the purpose of using systematically designed controllers . 

With respect to the latter , each controller in a multi - module 
The following description sets forth numerous specific environment should be able to function with only a partial 

details such as examples of specific systems , components , view of the whole system ; however , existing centralized 
methods , and so forth , in order to provide a good under- control mechanisms do not offer robust control theoretic 
standing of the embodiments . It will be apparent to one 55 guarantees in such uncertain environments . 
skilled in the art , however , that at least some embodiments In one embodiment , a distributed processor controller is 
may be practiced without these specific details . In other implemented by distributing control firmware across SMUs 
instances , well - known components or methods are not in various IP blocks to provide protection and optimization 
described in detail or are presented in a simple block mechanisms for the hardware subsystems in the IP blocks . 
diagram format in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring 60 This arrangement better supports multiple diverse IP blocks 
the embodiments . Thus , the specific details set forth are in a heterogeneous system . The distributed processor con 
merely exemplary . Particular implementations may vary troller uses robust multi - input multi - output ( MIMO ) control 
from these exemplary details and still be contemplated to be theory to reach optimal decisions , even in complex distrib 
within the scope of the embodiments . uted designs with multiple controllers . Each hardware sub 

Heterogeneous processing units and systems ( e.g. , CPUs , 65 system in the heterogeneous system has its own local 
GPUs , media controllers , I / O hubs , etc. ) include diverse IP controller ; these controllers work together in a distributed 
blocks for which different configuration settings ( e.g. , for fashion to optimize both local and system - wide targets . 
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In one embodiment , the controller primarily operates strate . Memory subsystem 106 includes memory devices 
based on robust control theoretic principles so that the used by the computing system 100 , such as random - access 
distributed design trends toward optimal decisions for reach- memory ( RAM ) modules , read - only memory ( ROM ) mod 
ing local and global targets . The controller additionally ules , hard disks , and other non - transitory computer - readable 
includes hard - coded controllers for responding to precon- 5 media . 
figured scenarios and emergency conditions . These control- Some embodiments of computing system 100 may 
lers allow the system to output preconfigured configuration include fewer or more components than the embodiment as settings for handling known scenarios and emergency con illustrated in FIG . 1. For example , certain embodiments are ditions ( e.g. , the exceeding of hard limits ) faster than can implemented without any display 105 or input devices 102 . normally be handled by the MIMO control loop . Other embodiments have more than one of a particular Since optimal settings for hardware subsystems are deter 
mined by their respective local controllers , no individual component ; for example , an embodiment of computing 
design team needs to know the optimization aspects of all system 100 could have multiple processing units 104 , net 
hardware in the overall system . Instead , smaller teams can work adapters 107 , etc. 
focus on optimizing each IP block separately . Another 15 FIG . 2 illustrates a hierarchical arrangement of distributed 
separate group of designers could design global controls for controllers in the processing unit 104 , according to an 
the system based on abstractions of the local controllers for embodiment . Processing unit 104 includes a set of intercon 
each hardware subsystem . This further decreases firmware nected multi - input multi - output ( MIMO ) controllers . The 
design complexity , cost , and lead - time . Communication use of MIMO loops for controlling each hardware subsys 
between the controllers enables global optimizations to be 20 tem according to robust control theoretic principles provides 
performed for the overall system even though the local strong guarantees that the system will converge on good 
controllers are designed and built by entirely separate enti- configurations for each hardware subsystem for meeting one 
ties . In addition , the separate local control algorithms are or more global and / or local targets , even if multiple con 
executable on separate microcontrollers , and thus are not figuration settings on the hardware subsystem ( e.g. GPU 
limited to the computing bandwidth of a single microcon- 25 frequency and GPU memory bandwidth ) are changed in 
troller . tandem to meet the targets . In one embodiment , a target 

FIG . 1 illustrates an embodiment of a computing system represents a particular level close to which a monitored 
100 in which a heterogeneous processing unit is imple- output should be maintained , or represents an objective ( e.g. , 
mented . In general , the computing system 100 may be minimize energy , etc. ) . 
embodied as any of a number of different types of devices , 30 The MIMO controllers are implemented as multiple indi 
including but not limited to a laptop or desktop computer , vidual control modules 211-231 , which include system 
mobile phone , server , etc. The computing system 100 control modules 221 , 222 , and 231 , and subsystem control 
includes a number of components 102-108 that communi- modules 211-214 . The subsystem control modules 211-214 
cate with each other through a bus 101. In computing system are each coupled with a respective one of the hardware 
100 , each of the components 102-108 is capable of com- 35 subsystems 201-204 , and each subsystem control module 
municating with any of the other components 102-108 either 211-214 controls the configuration settings for its corre 
directly through the bus 101 , or via one or more of the other sponding hardware subsystem . In one embodiment , each of 
components 102-108 . The components 101-108 in comput- the subsystem control modules 211-214 resides on the same 
ing system 100 are contained within a single physical casing , integrated circuit substrate as its corresponding hardware 
such as a laptop or desktop chassis , or a mobile phone 40 subsystem 201-204 , and resides on the same integrated 
casing . In alternative embodiments , some of the components circuit substrate as the other subsystem control modules . In 
of computing system 100 are embodied as peripheral alternative embodiments , some or all of the control modules 
devices such that the entire computing system 100 does not 211-231 and some or all of the hardware subsystems 201 
reside within a single physical casing . 204 reside on different integrated circuit substrates but on a 

The computing system 100 also includes user interface 45 common interposer or carrier board , or reside on different 
devices for receiving information from or providing infor- interposers or carrier boards . 
mation to a user . Specifically , the computing system 100 Each of the subsystem control modules 211-214 includes 
includes an input device 102 , such as a keyboard , mouse , inputs for receiving a set of external signals and a set of 
touch - screen , or other device for receiving information from monitored outputs from its corresponding hardware subsys 
the user . The computing system 100 displays information to 50 tem , which the subsystem control module is tasked with 
the user via a display 105 , such as a monitor , light - emitting optimizing . The subsystem control module 211 thus reads 
diode ( LED ) display , liquid crystal display , or other output from hardware subsystem 201 multiple monitored outputs 
device . each reflecting an operating parameter ( e.g. , thermal output , 
Computing system 100 additionally includes a network power consumption , etc. ) to be optimized by the subsystem 

adapter 107 for transmitting and receiving data over a wired 55 control module 211. In one embodiment , the monitored 
or wireless network . Computing system 100 also includes outputs are each associated with a global or local target , and 
one or more peripheral devices 108. The peripheral devices subsystem control module 211 changes the configuration 
108 may include mass storage devices , location detection settings of hardware subsystem 201 to cause the monitored 
devices , sensors , input devices , or other types of devices outputs to approach their corresponding targets . The sub 
used by the computing system 100 . 60 system control module 211 also reads additional measure 
Computing system 100 includes a processing unit 104 , ments reflecting operating parameters of hardware subsys 

which is a heterogeneous processing unit that includes tem 201 that are helpful in decision - making , but are not 
multiple connected IP blocks , and is configured to receive optimized ( i.e. , are not adjusted to reach any specified 
and execute instructions 106? that are stored in the memory targets ) . For example , a CPU control module could be tasked 
subsystem 106. In one embodiment , the IP blocks of the 65 with optimizing the monitored operating parameters of 
processing unit 104 reside on a common integrated circuit instruction throughput and power consumption , but may 
substrate , carrier board , printed circuit board , or other sub- additionally measure the cache hit rate . 
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The subsystem control module 211 also receives external In one embodiment , each of the groups 241 , 242 , and 251 
signals from other control modules , including other subsys- functions with respect to its corresponding system control 
tem control modules 212-214 and / or system control mod- module 221 , 222 , and 231 in similar fashion as a hardware 
ules 221 , 222 , and 231. The signals from other control subsystem functions with respect to its subsystem control 
modules enable the subsystem control module 211 to coor 5 module . In one embodiment , each of the illustrated hardware 
dinate with other control modules to meet targets ( e.g. , subsystems 201-204 represents groups of smaller hardware 
global targets ) imposed for multiple hardware subsystems subsystems and their corresponding control modules . The 
( as opposed to local targets for only the hardware subsystem control modules 211-231 and hardware subsystems 201-204 
201 ) . The external signals received at subsystem control are thus interconnected in a hierarchical topology , where 
module 211 include configurable inputs , monitored outputs , 10 subordinate hardware subsystems or control modules are 

controlled by their superior control modules . For example , or additional measurements that are sent by the subsystem hardware subsystem 201 is subordinate to subsystem control control modules ( e.g. , 212-214 ) of a different hardware module 211 , and components in group 241 are subordinate subsystem or by system controllers ( e.g. , 221 , 222 , 231 ) at to system control module 221. In alternative embodiments , a wider scope . The external signals also include global 15 the hierarchical control system is extended to include an targets for the monitored outputs of the hardware subsystem arbitrary number of hardware subsystems , subsystem con 
201. For example , in a system with a CPU subsystem and a trol modules , and system control modules in the hierarchical 
discrete GPU subsystem , the CPU subsystem control mod topology 
ule receives the GPU power consumption as an external With the multiple controllers interconnected in a hierar 
signal from the GPU subsystem and an updated global 20 chical topology , a superior system control module 231 is 
power target from a superior system control module . Based able to propagate system - wide global targets ( e.g. , a system 
on these signals , the CPU subsystem control module opti- power budget ) to all of its subordinate control modules and 
mizes its local CPU configuration to reach the global target subsystems , while local targets and optimizations ( e.g. , 
in coordination with the GPU subsystem . The external management of GPU performance ) are handled by the 
signals also include power budgets and / or performance 25 subordinate subsystem control modules without comprehen 
targets that a superior control system assigns to the subor- sive involvement by the superior system control module 
dinate controllers . The subordinate controllers synthesize 231. Thus , each subsystem's optimization mechanism is 
local targets for power or performance under such budgets . largely self - contained . 

Each of the subsystem control modules 211 also includes In the hierarchical topology , external signals are propa 
a set of configuration outputs for controlling the configura- 30 gated down the hierarchy from superior control modules to 
tion settings of their respective hardware subsystems . For subordinate control modules . Thus , each of the system 
example , the subsystem control module 211 determines a set control modules 221 , 222 , and 231 transmits a set of one or 
of configuration settings for the hardware subsystem 201 for more external signals ( e.g. , global targets and / or monitored 
meeting global and local targets , then transmits the configu- outputs ) to a subordinate system control module , and / or one 
ration settings to the hardware subsystem 201 via the 35 of the subsystem control modules 211-214 . In the hierarchi 
configuration outputs to reconfigure the hardware subsystem cal topology , some monitored outputs are propagated up the 
201. The other subsystem control modules 212-214 operate hierarchy from the hardware subsystems 201-204 at which 
in similar fashion as subsystem control module 211 with they are measured . For example , the subsystem control 
respect to their own corresponding hardware subsystems module 211 reads a set of monitored outputs from the 
202-204 . 40 hardware subsystem 201 and transmits one or more of the 

Each of the hardware subsystems 201-204 receives con- monitored outputs to a superior system control module 221 , 
figuration settings from its respective subsystem control or to system control module 231 via system control module 
module 211-214 and operates according to the received 221 . 
configuration settings . The configuration settings control In addition , some signals are passed laterally between 
operating parameters of the hardware subsystems 201-204 , 45 subsystem control modules that are at the same level in the 
such as operating frequency , operating voltage , power state , hierarchy or within the same group ( e.g. , subsystem control 
etc. Each of the hardware subsystems 201-204 also provides modules 211 and 212 ) . Signals transmitted from subsystem 
the monitored outputs and additional measurements to their control module 212 to control module 211 indicate opera 
respective subsystem control modules 211-214 . The moni- tional parameters ( e.g. , monitored outputs or additional 
tored outputs and additional measurements indicate param- 50 measurements ) , or local targets of hardware subsystem 202 . 
eters such as temperature , instruction throughput , power In some cases , the operational parameters of hardware 
state , etc. of the hardware subsystems , and / or any other subsystem 202 affect the operation of hardware subsystem 
operating information considered important in the computer 201. For example , a signal representing the memory fre 
system . quency of a memory subsystem is transmitted to a GPU 
The processing unit 104 also includes a number of system 55 control module or a GPU subsystem because changes in the 

control modules 221 , 222 , and 231. The system control memory frequency affect the performance of the GPU 
modules 221 control configurations for groups of subsys- subsystem , as observed by the GPU control module . Later 
tems ; for example , the system control module 221 controls ally transmitted signals are also used to indicate local targets 
the configuration of group 241 , which includes hardware to other subsystem control modules so that they can coop 
subsystems 201 and 202 and their corresponding control 60 erate to reach the local targets . 
modules 211 and 212. Similarly , system control module 222 Accordingly , the subsystem control module 211 in one 
controls the configuration of group 242 , which includes embodiment calculates configuration settings for hardware 
hardware subsystems 203 and 204 and their corresponding subsystem 201 based on the signals received from subsys 
control modules 213 and 214. System control module 231 tem control module 212. The configuration settings of the 
controls the configuration of group 251 , which includes 65 hardware subsystem 201 are changed to affect the operation 
groups 241 and 242 and their respective control modules of hardware subsystem 202 ( as indicated by the received 
221 and 222 . signals ) , or the calculation of new configuration settings for 
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hardware subsystem 201 by the subsystem control module operation are identified for different use cases for the com 
211 accounts for the effects of hardware subsystem 202's puter ( e.g. , idle , gaming , etc. ) that utilize the resources of the 
operational parameters ( as indicated by the transmitted processing unit 104 differently . The mode detector 342 
signals ) on hardware subsystem 201. Signals representing identifies the mode of operation by matching the received 
the operating parameters of hardware subsystem 201 are 5 signal with a pattern of signals corresponding to the mode of 
similarly transmitted from the subsystem control module operation . In this manner , the mode detector 342 determines 
211 to the subsystem control module 212 to be used as a whether any emergency limits have been exceeded , or 
basis for calculating a set of configuration settings for whether the execution in the hardware subsystem 201 
hardware subsystem 202. As illustrated in FIG . 2 , similar resembles a preconfigured scenario . In one embodiment , the 
signals are also transmitted between subsystem control 10 mode detector 342 refines its own scheme for classifying the 
modules 213 and 214 , and between system control modules different modes of operation based on the system's response 
221 and 222 , and are also used by these modules when to previously identified modes of operation . 
calculating new configuration settings . An input arbiter 343 coupled with the mode detector 342 

In one embodiment , two subsystem control modules pass selects a set of configuration settings 354 from multiple sets 
signals to each other via a system control module that is 15 of configuration settings in response to the mode of opera 
superior to both of the subsystem control modules . For tion identified by the mode detector 342. If the identified 
example , the subsystem control module 211 passes signals mode of operation is an emergency condition ( i.e. , one or 
to the superior system control module 221 , which in turn more emergency limits have been exceeded ) , the input 
passes the signals to subsystem control module 212. Sub- arbiter 343 selects a set of emergency configuration settings 
system control module 212 similarly passes signals to the 20 provided by the emergency settings module 323. Otherwise , 
subsystem control module 211 via system control module if the identified mode of operation is one of a set of 
221 . enumerated preconfigured scenarios , then the input arbiter 

In one embodiment , the control system including the 343 selects a set of configuration settings from the precon 
subsystem control modules 211-231 is designed according figured scenarios module 330. If no emergency condition is 
to robust control theoretic principles so that the control 25 detected and no predetermined mode of operation is 
modules 211-213 coordinate their configuration decisions to detected , the input arbiter 343 selects a calculated set of 
approach an optimal hardware configuration for the appli- configuration settings 354 for configuring the hardware 
cation being executed in the processing unit 104. This subsystem 201 . 
approach simplifies design efforts and achieves optimal The subsystem control module 211 provides an emer 
results dynamically . A control system correctly designed 30 gency monitoring mechanism that allows high - priority hard 
according to the principles of Robust Control Theory can limits to be programmed and monitored for quickly reacting 
guarantee that : 1 ) the control system will be stable and will to safety - critical issues . For instance , if the hardware sub 
not wildly oscillate or be stuck at the extremes of possible system 201 ( or the processing unit 104 or system 100 ) 
configurations ; 2 ) the control system will converge on a exceeds a safety - critical threshold ( e.g. , a thermal or current 
solution that meets the targets if such a solution exists ; 3 ) the 35 threshold ) , the emergency settings module 323 assumes 
control system makes optimal configuration decisions control of the configuration to prevent damage to the hard 
according to a designer - specified cost function ; and 4 ) the ware subsystem 201 . 
control system is robust and can maintain the above guar- A set of emergency monitors 321-322 detects whether any 
antees in the presence of uncertainty arising from other of the high - priority limits have been exceeded ( e.g. , exceed 
controllers ’ actions , unmodeled behavior , imperfect system 40 ing a thermal limit ) and determines a set of emergency 
characterization , application and system variations , etc. configuration settings appropriate for correcting the emer 
FIG . 3 illustrates the circuit modules in one embodiment gency condition . In one embodiment , each of the emergency 

of an IP block 300 that includes the subsystem control monitors 321-322 monitors one of the monitored outputs 
module 211 and the hardware subsystem 201. In one 352 and asserts its output if the monitored output 352 is 
embodiment , the subsystem control module 211 is imple- 45 outside a predetermined acceptable range . The emergency 
mented in firmware for the hardware subsystem 201 ; alter- settings module 323 responds to an emergency condition , as 
natively , the subsystem control module 211 resides on a indicated by the one or more monitored outputs 352 , by 
dedicated controller block connected with the hardware providing a set of emergency configuration settings to the 
subsystem 201. The subsystem control module 211 is a input arbiter 343 . 
multiple - input , multiple - output ( MIMO ) controller that 50 The emergency settings module 323 provides different 
receives multiple inputs ( e.g. , external signals 351 , moni- sets of emergency configuration settings depending on the 
tored outputs 352 , and additional measurements 353 ) and limit or combination of limits that are exceeded , as indicated 
calculates multiple outputs ( e.g. , configuration settings 354 ) by the emergency monitors 321-322 . For example , the 
based on the multiple inputs . emergency settings module 323 may provide a first set of 

In the subsystem control module 211 , the mode detector 55 emergency configuration settings to throttle the operating 
342 detects a mode of operation of the hardware subsystem frequency of the hardware subsystem 201 when a thermal 
201 and , via input arbiter 343 , selects a set of configuration limit is exceeded , and a different second set of emergency 
settings 354 for configuring hardware subsystem 201 based configuration settings to shut down the hardware subsystem 
on the detected mode of operation . The mode detector 342 201 when a current limit is exceeded . The selected set of 
identifies the mode of operation based on a number of 60 emergency configuration settings is provided to the input of 
signals , including the monitored outputs 352 , additional the input arbiter 343. The input arbiter 343 selects the 
measurements 353 , and external signals 351 , which includes provided set of emergency configuration settings when the 
global targets , local targets of other subsystems , and / or emergency condition is indicated by the monitored outputs 
measurements of operating parameters for other subsystems . 352 . 
Based on these signals , the mode detector 342 identifies the 65 The subsystem control module 211 includes the precon 
mode of operation . In one embodiment in which the IP block figured scenarios module 330 so that configuration settings 
300 is implemented in a computer , different modes of for known modes of operation can be quickly identified and 
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applied . In one embodiment , the configuration settings for a ware subsystems ; instead , the specific details of how the 
recognized predetermined scenario can be determined and global targets are reached are handled by the hardware 
applied faster than the system can calculate a new set of subsystems ' own control modules . 
configuration settings . The SSV controller 310 attempts to find a configuration 

For example , a subsystem control module designed to 5 for the hardware subsystem 201 that meets the targets 355 
calculate configuration settings for multicore execution in a issued from the target planner 341. The SSV controller 310 
hardware subsystem with multiple processing cores could monitors the set of monitored outputs 352 and generates 
fail to quickly produce an optimal set of configuration optimal configurations for the hardware subsystem 201 to 
settings when only a single thread is being executed . In this keep the monitored outputs 352 close to their corresponding 
case , an obvious good configuration is to execute the thread 10 targets 355 as provided by the target planner module 341 . 
in a single core and run the core at maximum frequency . In one embodiment , the configuration settings 354 are 
Thus , the preconfigured scenarios module 330 allows determined based on a function of the set of monitored 

designers to enumerate such scenarios along with known outputs 352 and one or more of the local targets 355 , where 
good configurations for operating the hardware subsystem in the local targets 355 are generated by the target planner 341 
the enumerated scenarios . For each of the enumerated sce- 15 based on the external signals 351 and local measurements 
narios , the designer specifies a particular pattern of the ( e.g. , monitored outputs 352 and / or additional measure 
monitored outputs 352 , additional measurements 353 , etc. ments 353 ) . In particular , the configuration settings 354 are 
that are used to identify the scenario . The designer also calculated based on deviations 356 between each of the 
specifies the set of configuration settings for the scenario . monitored outputs 352 and their respective targets that are 
During operation of the hardware subsystem 201 , the pre- 20 received at the SSV controller 310. In an alternative embodi 
configured scenarios module 330 identifies a scenario based ment , the SSV controller 310 reads the local targets 355 and 
on the pattern of signals , determines which set of configu- the values for their corresponding monitored outputs 352 
ration settings corresponds to the identified scenario , and directly instead of reading the deviations 356 . 
provides the configuration settings to the input arbiter 343 . In the SSV controller 310 , configuration settings 354 are 
The mode detector 342 determines that one of the precon- 25 generated based on an internal state of the SSV controller 
figured scenarios has been detected and causes the input 310. The internal state of the SSV controller 310 evolves 
arbiter 343 to select the configuration settings provided by based on the past state of the SSV controller 310 and the 
the preconfigured scenarios module 330 . measurements ( e.g. , 352 and 353 ) received by the SSV 

If no emergency condition or preconfigured scenario is controller 310. Thus , the operation of the SSV controller is 
detected , the mode detector 342 causes the input arbiter 343 30 described using Equations 1 and 2 : 
to select a set of configuration settings 354 from the struc 

State ( T + 1 ) = AxState ( 7 ) + BxMeasurements ( 7 ) tured singular value ( SSV ) controller 310. The SSV con Equation 1 

troller 310 receives a set of local targets from the target 
planner module 341 , then calculates a set of configuration Settings ( 7 ) = CxState ( 7 ) + DxMeasurements ( T ) Equation 2 

settings for the hardware subsystem 201 to cause the moni- 35 In Equations 1 and 2 , T represents a current decision 
tored outputs 352 to approach the local targets . interval , and T + 1 refers to the next subsequent decision 

The target planner 341 issues good local targets 355 for interval . In Equations 1 and 2 , ' State ( T ) ' , ' Settings ( T ) ' , and 
achieving the global targets received from superior system ‘ Measurements ( T ) are vectors representing the internal 
control modules . In one embodiment , the target planner 341 state of the SSV controller 310 , the configuration settings 
receives one or more global targets ( e.g. , power , perfor- 40 354 , and the measurements ( e.g. , monitored outputs 352 , 
mance , and thermal targets ) as external signals 351 and additional measurements 353 , targets 355 , and / or external 
refines the targets based on the execution of hardware signals 351 ) , respectively , at time T. The A , B , C , and D 
subsystem 201 ( as indicated by the monitored outputs 352 matrices are produced from the controller design process , 
and additional measurements 353 ) and / or other hardware and define the controller's behavior and its guarantees . 
subsystems ( as indicated from the external signals 351 ) . The 45 The SSV controller 310 is designed according to a 
mode of operation of the hardware subsystem 201 can also designer - specified cost function , in which greater deviations 
affect the targets 355 ; accordingly , the target planning is also from the target values contribute to a higher cost . In the cost 
performed based on information from the mode detector function , the monitored outputs may be weighted differently 
342. In particular , the mode of operation detected by the and thus contribute to the cost in different proportions . In 
mode detector 342 is indicated to the target planner 341 , and 50 addition to output deviations , the cost function also includes 
the target planner 341 adjusts its targets 355 based on the weighted overheads for changing each input , and uncer 
detected mode of operation . From the mode detector 342 , tainty guardbands indicating the maximum uncertainty that 
the target planner 341 also receives information about the the controller can tolerate in keeping the output deviations 
execution taking place in hardware subsystem 201 , such as within the guaranteed bounds . The controller design process 
the amount of parallelism in the execution , any maximum 55 determines SSV matrices A , B , C , and D that minimize the 
limits for the monitored outputs 352 , etc. cost function ; specifically , the matrices A , B , C , and D are 

In one embodiment , the number of global targets received obtained by minimizing what is known as the structured 
by the subsystem control module 211 is fewer than the singular value of the closed loop system that includes the 
number of local targets derived by the target planner module SSV controller 310 and the controlled system ( e.g. , hard 
341. For example , when a superior system control module 60 ware subsystem 201 and other affected subsystems ) , under 
221 provides a global target ( e.g. , indicating a power con- uncertainty . Thus , the configuration settings 354 generated 
sumption limit ) to the subsystem control module 211 , target using these matrices A , B , C , and D are considered optimal 
planner module 341 responds by generating multiple local by design . In the design of the SSV controller 310 , different 
targets ( e.g. , limits for voltage , frequency , etc. ) to achieve types of uncertainties and imprecisions are explicitly con 
the global target with respect to the hardware subsystem 65 sidered in obtaining the matrices A , B , C , and D. As a result , 
201. Thus , the superior system control modules need not the SSV controller 310 performs robustly under bounded 
control all of the configuration settings of lower - level hard- uncertainty . 
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In operation , the SSV controller 310 determines the 211-214 ) in the processing unit 104 , while operations per 
configuration settings 354 by evaluating the Equations 1 and formed in a system control module ( e.g. , system control 
2. The initial state ( i.e. State ( 0 ) ) is initialized to 0 , a random module 221 ) are performed in more than one of the system 
value , or some preconfigured value . In one embodiment , the control modules 221-231 in the processing unit 104 . 
settings 354 produced by the SSV controller 310 are rounded 5 At block 401 , each of the system control modules 231 
to the closest actually available values in the system . For connected in the hierarchical topology propagates global 
example , a frequency of 3.67 GHz determined by the targets to the subordinate subsystem control modules 211 
controller as one of the configuration settings 354 is rounded 214 in the hierarchy . Each of the system control modules 
to 3.6 GHz in a system where 3.6 GHz is the nearest value 221 , 222 , and 231 transmits one or more global targets to 
at which the frequency can be set . The effects of the 10 another system control module and / or to one of the subsys 
emergency settings module 323 and the preconfigured sce- tem control modules 211-214 . System control module 231 
nario module 330 are accounted for in the SSV controller transmits global targets to the system control modules 221 , 
310 design process and the SSV controller 310 is able to which in turn transmit the global targets to the subsystem 
provide robust control theoretic guarantees for the entire control modules 211-214 to which they are connected . In 
control system that includes these ad hoc components . 15 one embodiment , the global targets indicate system - wide 

In some embodiments , the SSV controller 310 also reads goals for operating parameters ( e.g. , temperature , power 
additional measurements 353 and / or signals from other consumption , etc. ) . The global targets are received at each 
subsystem control modules , and the calculation of the con- subsystem control module as external signals 351 . 
figuration settings 354 is also based on these signals . At block 403 , hardware subsystem 201 generates a set of 
Accordingly , the subsystem control module 211 also trans- 20 one or more monitored outputs 352 and transmits the 
mits signals to the SSV controllers of other subsystem monitored outputs 352 to the subsystem control module 211 
control modules . For example , the monitored outputs 352 , to which it is connected . Hardware subsystem 201 generates 
additional measurements 353 , and local targets 355 are the monitored output signals 352 by measuring operating 
transmitted from subsystem control module 211 to subsys- parameters such as temperature , power metrics ( e.g. , power , 
tem control module 212. In one embodiment , some or all of 25 energy usage , current draw , voltage stability ) , performance 
these signals are also transmitted to a superior system metrics ( e.g. , instruction throughput , frames per second 
control module ( e.g. , system control module 221 ) . The ( FPS ) , FPS variability , operations per second , requests per 
communication of operational parameters and targets second ) , and / or other metrics in its own circuitry . The 
between control modules allows the configuration decisions hardware subsystem 201 similarly generates additional mea 
effected by other subsystems ( and the data that informed and 30 surements 353 that are transmitted to the subsystem control 
resulted from those decisions ) to be taken into account module 211 . 
directly by other subsystems . At block 405 , the subsystem control module 211 receives 

In an alternative embodiment , the emergency settings the monitored outputs 352 and the additional measurements 
module 323 , preconfigured scenarios module 330 , and the 353 from the hardware subsystem 201. The subsystem 
SSV controller module 310 , independently determine ( with- 35 control module 211 also receives the external signals 351 
out involving the mode detector 342 ) whether their respec- from other system and subsystem control modules in the 
tive sets of configuration settings should be applied . If the hierarchical topology . Based on the received signals , the 
emergency monitor detects an emergency condition , the mode detector 342 detects a mode of operation of the 
emergency configuration settings take priority and are hardware subsystem 201 , as provided at block 407. A set of 
selected by the input arbiter 343 over the configuration 40 configuration settings 354 is selected by the input arbiter 343 
settings provided by the SSV controller 310 and the pre- based on the detected mode of operation . 
configured scenarios module 330. If no emergency condition At block 409 , the mode detector 342 detects an emer 
is detected and a preconfigured scenario is detected , then the gency condition , as indicated by the monitored outputs 352 
set of configuration settings provided by the preconfigured and / or additional measurements 353. At block 411 , the 
scenarios module 330 is selected over any configuration 45 emergency settings module 323 identifies a set of emergency 
settings provided by the SSV controller 310. If no emer- configuration settings corresponding to the emergency con 
gency condition or preconfigured scenario is detected , then dition based on the outputs of emergency monitors 321-322 . 
the SSV controller generates the selected configuration The emergency monitors 321-322 monitor some or all of the 
settings 354 monitored outputs 352 to determine which , if any , of the 

The use of the SSV controller 310 , emergency settings 50 monitored outputs 352 have exceeded their respective hard 
module 323 , and preconfigured scenarios module 330 in limits . The emergency settings module 323 provides the 
each of the distributed subsystem control modules 212-231 identified set of emergency configuration settings to an input 
for managing the heterogeneous hardware in processing unit of the input arbiter 343. At block 413 , the input arbiter 343 
104 results in a control system in which guarantees can be selects the provided set of emergency configuration settings 
obtained for the convergence of monitored outputs with their 55 as directed by the mode detector 342 in response to detecting 
targets , the optimality of the resulting state , the stability of the emergency condition . 
that resulting state , and robustness of the control system in At block 409 , if no emergency condition is detected , the 
maintaining the previous guarantees in the presence of process 400 continues at block 415. At block 415 , the mode 
uncertainty associated with other control modules within detector 342 determines whether the hardware subsystem 
and outside the subsystem . 60 201 is operating according to a preconfigured scenario . 
FIG . 4 illustrates a process 400 for controlling hardware Multiple preconfigured scenarios are each defined by a 

subsystems in a processing unit 104. The various operations predetermined pattern of signals . The mode detector 342 
in the control process 400 are performed by different com- detects one of the preconfigured scenarios when the moni 
ponents in the processing unit 104. In one embodiment , the tored outputs 352 and / or additional measurements 353 
operations of process 400 that are performed in a subsystem 65 match the pattern of signals corresponding to the particular 
control module ( e.g. , subsystem control module 211 ) are preconfigured scenario . At block 417 , the preconfigured 
performed in each of the subsystem control modules ( e.g. , scenarios module 330 identifies a set of predetermined 
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configuration settings corresponding to the detected precon- system is able to converge on optimal configurations of the 
figured scenario and provides the identified set of configu- hardware subsystems 201-204 for meeting system - wide 
ration settings to an input of the input arbiter 343. At block global targets , while efficiently handling emergency condi 
419 , the input arbiter 343 selects the provided set of prede- tions and known preconfigured scenarios . 
termined configuration settings as directed by the mode 5 A processing unit 104 includes a plurality of subsystem 
detector 342 in response to detecting the preconfigured control modules 211-214 , where , for each subsystem control scenario . module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules At block 415 , if no preconfigured scenario is detected , the 211-214 : the subsystem control module 211 includes a set of process 400 continues at block 421. Since there is no one or more inputs configured to receive a set of one or more emergency condition or preconfigured scenario , a new set of 10 external signals 351 and a set of one or more monitored configuration settings is calculated by the SSV controller 
310. Thus , at block 421 , the target planner 341 derives local outputs 352 from a hardware subsystem 201 corresponding 
targets 355 from the external signals 351 , which include one to the subsystem control module 211 , and a set of configu 
or more global targets and one or more monitored outputs ration outputs for controlling one or more configuration 
received from other subsystem control modules . The target 15 settings 354 of the hardware subsystem 201 ; and the sub 
planner 341 refines the global targets to generate local system control module 211 is configured to determine the 
targets 355 that are tailored to the hardware subsystem 201 one or more configuration settings 354 based on the set of 
in order to meet the one or more global targets . In one monitored outputs 352 and of one or more targets 355 
embodiment , the number of global targets received by the derived from the set of external signals 351 . 
target planner 341 is fewer than the number of local targets 20 In the processing unit 104 , for each subsystem control 
355 derived by the target planner 341 . module of the plurality of subsystem control modules 211 

At block 423 , deviations 356 between the monitored 214 , the subsystem control module further includes a target 
outputs 352 and corresponding local targets 355 are calcu- planner module 341 configured to derive the one or more 
lated . In one embodiment , each of the local targets 355 targets 355 from the set of external signals 351 , where the set 
specifies a range or limit for one of the monitored outputs 25 of external signals 351 includes one or more global targets 
352. Accordingly , each of the deviations 356 represents a and another set of monitored outputs 352 from other sub 
difference between a local target and its corresponding system control modules of the plurality of subsystem control 
monitored output . At block 425 , the SSV controller 310 modules 211-214 . 
calculates new configuration settings ( i.e. , according to In the processing unit 104 , for each subsystem control 
Equations 1 and 2 ) based on the deviations 356. The SSV 30 module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules 
controller 310 provides the configuration settings to an input 211-214 , the number of global targets in the received set of 
of the input arbiter 343. At block 427 , the input arbiter 343 external signals 351 is fewer than or equal to the number of 
selects the provided set of configuration settings as directed targets 355 derived by the target planner module 341 of the 
by the mode detector 342 . subsystem control module 211 . 

At block 429 , the selected configuration settings 354 35 In the processing unit 104 , for each subsystem control 
( which , depending on the outcomes of blocks 409 and 415 , module of the plurality of subsystem control modules 211 
could be the set of emergency configuration settings pro- 214 , the subsystem control module further includes a SSV 
vided by the emergency settings module 323 , the predeter- controller 310 configured to calculate the one or more 
mined configuration settings for a preconfigured scenario , or configuration settings 354 based on a state vector of the SSV 
configuration settings calculated by the SSV controller 310 ) 40 controller 310 and a measurement vector , wherein the mea 
are transmitted to the hardware subsystem 201 , and the surement vector includes the set of monitored outputs 352 
hardware subsystem 201 is thus reconfigured for operation and the one or more targets 355 , and wherein the state vector 
according to the configuration settings 354. The configura- is calculated based on a prior state vector and a prior 
tion settings 354 change operating parameters for the hard- measurement vector . 
ware subsystem including one or more of an operating 45 In the processing unit 104 , the plurality of subsystem 
frequency , an operating voltage , a power state of the hard- control modules 211-214 is coupled in a hierarchical topol 
ware subsystem 201 or of components of the hardware ogy with one or more system control modules 221-231 , 
subsystem 201 , etc. where each subsystem control module is subordinate to at 

The reconfiguration of the hardware subsystem 201 least one of the one or more system control modules 221-231 
results in changes to the monitored outputs 352. The sub- 50 in the hierarchical topology , and each system control module 
system control module 211 transmits one or more of the is configured to transmit one or more global targets to at least 
updated monitored outputs 352 to system control modules one of another system control module and one of the 
( e.g. , 221 , 231 ) that are superior to the subsystem control plurality of subsystem control modules 211-214 . 
module 211 in the hierarchical topology . In one embodi- In the processing unit 104 , for at least one subsystem 
ment , the updated monitored outputs 352 are also transmit- 55 control module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control 
ted laterally to other subsystem control modules ( e.g. , 212 ) modules 211-214 , the subsystem control module 211 is 
at the same level in the hierarchy . In situations where the configured to transmit one or more monitored outputs 352 of 
operating parameters of one hardware subsystem affect the the set of monitored outputs 352 to a system control module 
operation of another hardware subsystem , the updated moni- superior to the subsystem control module 211 in the hierar 
tored outputs 352 are used by other control modules to meet 60 chical topology . 
targets in affected hardware subsystems . In the processing unit 104 , the configuration settings 354 
From block 431 , the process 400 continues back to block control one or more of an operating frequency , an operating 

401. The process 400 thus repeats to continually provide voltage , and a power state of the hardware subsystem 201 ; 
updated global and local targets , monitored outputs , and and the set of one or more monitored outputs 352 from the 
additional measurements to the system and subsystem con- 65 hardware subsystem 201 indicates one or more of a tem 
trol modules in the processing unit 104. By the continued perature and a performance metric of the hardware subsys 
operation of process 400 , the hierarchical distributed control tem 201 . 
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In the processing unit 104 , for each subsystem control module 211 to system control module 221 superior to the 
module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules subsystem control module 211 in the hierarchical topology . 
211-214 , the subsystem control module 211 further includes : The method further includes generating the set of one or 
a mode detector 342 configured to detect a mode of opera- more monitored outputs 352 by measuring one or more of a 
tion of the hardware subsystem 201 ; and an input arbiter 343 5 temperature of the hardware subsystem 201 , a performance 
configured to , based on the detected mode of operation , metric of the hardware subsystem 201 , where configuring 
select the one or more configuration settings 354 from a the hardware subsystem 201 for operation according to the 
plurality of sets of configuration settings 354 . one or more configuration settings 354 further includes 

In the processing unit 104 , for each subsystem control changing one or more of an operating frequency , an oper 
module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules 10 ating voltage , and a power state of the hardware subsystem 
211-214 , the subsystem control module 211 further includes 201 . 
an emergency settings module 323 configured to , in The method further includes , for each subsystem control 
response to an emergency condition indicated by one or module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules 
more monitored outputs 352 of the set of monitored outputs , 211-214 : detecting a mode of operation of the hardware 
provide set of emergency configuration settings of the 15 subsystem 201 corresponding to the subsystem control mod 
plurality of sets of configuration settings 354 to the input ule 211 ; and based on the detected mode of operation , 
arbiter 343 , where the input arbiter 343 is configured to selecting at an input arbiter 343 the one or more configu 
select the set of emergency configuration settings when the ration settings 354 from a plurality of sets of configuration 
emergency condition is indicated . settings 354 . 

In the processing unit 104 , each subsystem control mod- 20 The method further includes , for each subsystem control 
ule 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules 
211-214 resides on the same integrated circuit substrate as 211-214 : in response to an emergency condition indicated by 
the hardware subsystem 201 corresponding to the subsystem one or more monitored outputs 352 of the set of monitored 
control module 211 and on the same integrated circuit outputs , providing a set of emergency configuration settings 
substrate as the other subsystem control modules 212-214 of 25 to the input arbiter 343 ; and at the input arbiter 343 , selecting 
the plurality of subsystem control modules 211-214 . the set of emergency configuration settings when the emer 
A method includes , for each subsystem control module gency condition is indicated . 

211 of a plurality of subsystem control modules 211-214 in A computing system 100 includes : a plurality of hardware 
a processing unit 104 : receiving a set of one or more external subsystems 201-204 , where each of the plurality of hard 
signals 351 and a set of one or more monitored outputs 352 30 ware subsystems 201-204 is configured to operate according 
from a hardware subsystem 201 corresponding to the sub- to one or more configuration settings 354 ; a plurality of 
system control module 211 ; determining one or more con- subsystem control modules 211-214 each coupled with a 
figuration settings 354 for the hardware subsystem 201 corresponding one of the plurality of hardware subsystems 
based on the set of monitored outputs 352 and of one or more 201-204 , where for each subsystem control module 211 of 
targets 355 derived from the set of external signals 351 ; and 35 the plurality of subsystem control modules 211-214 , the 
configuring the hardware subsystem 201 for operation subsystem control module 211 includes a set of one or more 
according to the one or more configuration settings 354 . inputs configured to receive a set of one or more external 

The method further includes , for each subsystem control signals 351 and a set of one or more monitored outputs 352 
module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules from the hardware subsystem 201 corresponding to the 
211-214 , deriving the one or more targets 355 from the set 40 subsystem control module 211 , and a set of configuration 
of external signals 351 , where the set of external signals 351 outputs for controlling the one or more configuration set 
includes one or more global targets and one or more moni- tings 354 of the hardware subsystem 201 , and the subsystem 
tored outputs 352 received from other subsystem control control module 211 is configured to determine the one or 
modules 212-214 of the plurality of subsystem control more configuration settings 354 based on the set of moni 
modules 211-214 , and where the number of global targets is 45 tored outputs 352 and of one or more local targets 355 
fewer than the number of targets 355 derived for the derived from the set of external signals 351 ; and a set of one 
subsystem control module 211 . or more system control modules 221-231 configured to , for 

The method further includes , for each subsystem control each subsystem control module 211 of the plurality of 
module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules subsystem control modules 211-214 , transmit the set of one 
211-214 , calculating the one or more configuration settings 50 or more external signals 351 to the subsystem control 
354 in a SSV controller 310 based on a state vector of the module 211 . 
SSV controller 310 and a measurement vector , wherein the In the computing system 100 , the set of system control 
measurement vector includes the set of monitored outputs modules 221-231 is coupled with the plurality of subsystem 
352 and the one or more targets 355 , and wherein the state control modules 211-214 in a hierarchical topology , where 
vector is calculated based on a prior state vector and a prior 55 each of the plurality of subsystem control modules 211-214 
measurement vector . is subordinate to one or more system control modules 

The method further includes : for each system control 221-231 of the set of system control modules 221-231 in the 
module of one or more system control modules 221-231 hierarchical topology . 
coupled in a hierarchical topology with the plurality of In the computing system 100 , for each system control 
subsystem control modules 211-214 , transmitting one or 60 module of the set of system control modules 221-231 , 
more global targets from the system control module to at transmitting the set of one or more external signals 351 
least one of another system control module in the hierarchi- includes transmitting a global target to one or more of : a 
cal topology and one of the plurality of subsystem control subordinate system control module of the set of system 
modules 211-214 ; and for at least one subsystem control control modules 221-231 , where the subordinate system 
module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules 65 control module is subordinate to the system control module 
211-214 , transmitting one or more monitored outputs 352 of in the hierarchical topology ; and one of the plurality of 
the set of monitored outputs 352 from the subsystem control subsystem control modules 211-214 . 
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In the computing system 100 : a first subsystem control Although the operations of the method ( s ) herein are 
module 211 of the plurality of subsystem control modules shown and described in a particular order , the order of the 
211-214 is configured to transmit one or more signals to a operations of each method may be altered so that certain 
second subsystem control module 212 of the plurality of operations may be performed in an inverse order or so that 
subsystem control modules 211-214 ; the signals include one 5 certain operations may be performed , at least in part , con 
or more of a local target and a monitored output of the set currently with other operations . In another embodiment , 
of monitored outputs 352 from the hardware subsystem 201 instructions or sub - operations of distinct operations may be 
corresponding to the subsystem control module 211 ; and the in an intermittent and / or alternating manner . 
first subsystem control module 211 and the second subsys- In the foregoing specification , the embodiments have 
tem control module 212 are , in the hierarchical topology , 10 been described with reference to specific exemplary embodi 
subordinate to the same system control module 221 of the set ments thereof . It will , however , be evident that various 
of system control modules 221-231 . modifications and changes may be made thereto without 
As used herein , the term " coupled to ” may mean coupled departing from the broader scope of the embodiments as set 

directly or indirectly through one or more intervening com- forth in the appended claims . The specification and drawings 
ponents . Any of the signals provided over various buses 15 are , accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative sense rather 
described herein may be time multiplexed with other signals than a restrictive sense . 
and provided over one or more common buses . Additionally , What is claimed is : 
the interconnection between circuit components or blocks 1. A processing unit , comprising : 
may be shown as buses or as single signal lines . Each of the a plurality of subsystem control circuit , wherein for each 
buses may alternatively be one or more single signal lines 20 subsystem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem 
and each of the single signal lines may alternatively be control circuits , 
buses . the subsystem control circuit comprises : 

Certain embodiments may be implemented as a computer a set of one or more inputs configured to receive a set of 
program product that may include instructions stored on a one or more external signals and a set of one or more 
non - transitory computer - readable medium . These instruc- 25 monitored outputs from a hardware subsystem corre 

be used to program a general - purpose or special- sponding to the subsystem control circuit , 
purpose processor to perform the described operations . A a set of configuration outputs for controlling one or more 
computer - readable medium includes any mechanism for configuration settings of the hardware subsystem , and 
storing or transmitting information in a form ( e.g. , software , a structured singular value ( SSV ) controller configured to 
processing application ) readable by a machine ( e.g. , a com- 30 calculate the one or more configuration settings based 
puter ) . The non - transitory computer - readable storage on a state vector of the SSV controller and a measure 
medium may include , but is not limited to , magnetic storage ment vector ; and 
medium ( e.g. , floppy diskette ) ; optical storage medium ( e.g. , the subsystem control circuit is configured determine 
CD - ROM ) ; magneto - optical storage medium ; read - only the one or more configuration settings based on the set 
memory ( ROM ) ; random - access memory ( RAM ) ; erasable 35 of monitored outputs and on one or more targets 
programmable memory ( e.g. , EPROM and EEPROM ) ; flash derived from the set of external signals , wherein the set 
memory , or another type of medium suitable for storing of external signals comprises one or more global targets 
electronic instructions . and another set of monitored outputs of one or more 

Additionally , some embodiments may be practiced in other hardware subsystems received from one or more 
distributed computing environments where the computer- 40 other subsystem control circuits of the plurality of 
readable medium is stored on and / or executed by more than subsystem control circuits . 
one computer system . In addition , the information trans- 2. The processing unit of claim 1 , wherein for each 
ferred between computer systems may either be pulled or subsystem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem 
pushed across the transmission medium connecting the control circuits , the subsystem control circuit further com 
computer systems . 45 prises a target planner module configured to derive the one 

Generally , a data structure representing the computing or more targets based on the set of external signals . 
system 100 and / or portions thereof carried on the computer- 3. The processing unit of claim 2 , wherein for each 
readable storage medium may be a database or other data subsystem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem 
structure which can be read by a program and used , directly control circuits , the number of global targets in the received 
or indirectly , to fabricate the hardware including the com- 50 set of external signals is fewer than the number of targets 
puting system 100. For example , the data structure may be derived by the target planner module of the subsystem 
a behavioral - level description or register - transfer level control circuit . 
( RTL ) description of the hardware functionality in a high 4. The processing unit of claim 1 , wherein the measure 
level design language ( HDL ) such as Verilog or VHDL . The ment vector comprises the set of monitored outputs and the 
description may be read by a synthesis tool which may 55 one or more targets , and wherein the state vector is calcu 
synthesize the description to produce a netlist including a list lated based on a prior state vector and a prior measurement 
of gates from a synthesis library . The netlist includes a set of vector . 
gates which also represent the functionality of the hardware 5. The processing unit of claim 1 , wherein : 
including the computing system 100. The netlist may then be the plurality of subsystem control circuits is coupled in a 
placed and routed to produce a data set describing geometric 60 hierarchical topology with one or more system control 
shapes to be applied to masks . The masks may then be used circuits , wherein each subsystem control circuit is 
in various semiconductor fabrication steps to produce a subordinate to at least one of the one or more system 
semiconductor circuit or circuits corresponding to the com control circuits in the hierarchical topology ; and 
puting system 100. Alternatively , the database on the com- each system control circuit is configured to transmit one 
puter - readable storage medium may be the netlist ( with or 65 or more global targets to at least one of another system 
without the synthesis library ) or the data set , as desired , or control circuit and one of the plurality of subsystem 
Graphic Data System ( GDS ) II data . control circuits . 
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6. The processing unit of claim 5 , wherein for at least one 12. The method of claim 11 , further comprising : 
subsystem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem for each subsystem control circuit of the plurality of 
control circuits , the subsystem control circuit is configured subsystem control circuits , deriving the one or more 
to transmit one or more monitored outputs of the set of targets based on the set of external signals , wherein the 
monitored outputs to a system control circuit superior to the 5 set of external signals comprises one or more global 
subsystem control circuit in the hierarchical topology . targets and one or more monitored outputs received 

7. The processing unit of claim 1 , wherein : from other subsystem control circuits of the plurality of 
the configuration settings control one or more of an subsystem control circuits , and wherein the number of 

operating frequency , an operating voltage , and a power global targets is fewer than the number of targets 
state of the hardware subsystem ; and derived for the subsystem control circuit . 

13. The method of claim 11 , wherein the measurement the set of one or more monitored outputs from the vector comprises the set of monitored outputs and the one or hardware subsystem indicates one or more of a tem more targets , and wherein the state vector is calculated based perature , a power metric , and a performance metric of on a prior state vector and a prior measurement vector . the hardware subsystem . 14. The method of claim 11 , further comprising : 8. The processing unit of claim 1 , wherein for each for each system control circuit of one or more system subsystem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem control circuits coupled in a hierarchical topology with 
control circuits , the subsystem control circuit further com the plurality of subsystem control circuits , transmitting 
prises : one or more global targets from the system control 

a mode detector configured to detect a mode of operation 20 circuit to at least one of another system control circuit 
of the hardware subsystem ; and in the hierarchical topology and one of the plurality of 

an input arbiter configured to , based on the detected mode subsystem control circuits ; and 
of operation , select the one or more configuration for at least one subsystem control circuit of the plurality 
settings from a plurality of sets of configuration set- of subsystem control circuits , transmitting one or more 
tings . monitored outputs of the set of monitored outputs from 

9. The processing unit of claim 8 , wherein for each the subsystem control circuit to a system control mod 
subsystem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem ule superior to the subsystem control circuit in the 
control circuits , the subsystem control circuit further com hierarchical topology . 
prises : 15. The method of claim 11 , further comprising : 

an emergency settings module configured to , in response generating the set of one or more monitored outputs by 
to an emergency condition indicated by one or more measuring one or more of a temperature , a power 

metric , and a performance metric of the hardware monitored outputs of the set of monitored outputs , subsystem , wherein configuring the hardware subsys provide a set of emergency configuration settings of the tem for operation according to the one or more con plurality of sets of configuration settings to the input figuration settings further comprises changing one or arbiter , wherein the input arbiter is configured to select more of an operating frequency , an operating voltage , the set of emergency configuration settings when the and a power state of the hardware subsystem . 
emergency condition is indicated . 16. The method of claim 11 , further comprising , for each 

10. The processing unit of claim 1 , wherein each subsys subsystem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem 
tem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem control 40 control circuits : 
circuits resides on the same integrated circuit substrate as the detecting a mode of operation of the hardware subsystem 
hardware subsystem corresponding to the subsystem control corresponding to the subsystem control circuit ; and 
circuit and on the same integrated circuit substrate as the based on the detected mode of operation , selecting at an 
other subsystem control circuits of the plurality of subsys- input arbiter the one or more configuration settings 
tem control circuits . from a plurality of sets of configuration settings . 

11. A method , comprising , for each subsystem control 17. The method of claim 16 , further comprising , for each 
circuit of a plurality of subsystem control circuits in a subsystem control circuit of the plurality of subsystem 
processing unit : control circuits : 

receiving a set of one or more external signals and a set in response to an emergency condition indicated by one or 
of one or more monitored outputs from a hardware more monitored outputs of the set of monitored out 
subsystem corresponding to the subsystem control cir puts , providing a set of emergency configuration set 
cuit ; tings to the input arbiter ; and 

at the input arbiter , selecting the set of emergency con determining one or more configuration settings for the figuration settings when the emergency condition is hardware subsystem based on the set of monitored indicated . outputs and on one or more targets derived from the set 18. A computing system , comprising : of external signals by calculating the one or more a plurality of hardware subsystems , wherein each of the configuration settings in a structured singular value plurality of hardware subsystems is configured to oper 
( SSV ) controller based on a state vector of the SSV ate according to one or more configuration settings ; 
controller and a measurement vector , wherein the set of a plurality of subsystem control circuits each coupled with 
external signals comprises one or more global targets a corresponding one of the plurality of hardware sub 
and another set of monitored outputs of one or more systems , wherein for each subsystem control circuit of 
other hardware subsystems received from one or more the plurality of subsystem control circuits , the subsys 
other subsystem control circuits of the plurality of tem control circuit comprises : 
subsystem control circuits ; and a set of one or more inputs configured to receive a set of 

configuring the hardware subsystem for operation accord one or more external signals and a set of one or more 
ing to the one or more configuration settings . monitored outputs from the hardware subsystem cor 
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responding to the subsystem control circuit , a struc- subordinate to one or more system control circuits of the set 
tured singular value ( SSV ) controller configured to of system control circuits in the hierarchical topology . 
calculate the one or more configuration settings based 20. The computing system of claim 19 , wherein for each 
on a state vector of the SSV controller and a measure- system control circuit of the set of system control circuits , 
ment vector , and 5 transmitting the set of one or more external signals com 

a set of configuration outputs for controlling the one or prises transmitting a global target to one or more of : 
more configuration settings of the hardware subsystem , a subordinate system control circuit of the set of system 
and the subsystem control circuit is configured to control circuits , wherein the subordinate system control 
determine the one or more configuration settings based circuit is subordinate to the system control circuit in the 
on the set of monitored outputs and on one or more hierarchical topology ; and 
local targets derived from the set of external signals , one of the plurality of subsystem control circuits . 
wherein the set of external signals comprises one or 21. The computing system of claim 19 , wherein : 
more global targets and another set of monitored out a first subsystem control circuit of the plurality of sub 
puts of one or more other hardware subsystems system control circuits is configured to transmit one or 
received from one or more other subsystem control more signals to a second subsystem control circuit of 
circuits of the plurality of subsystem control circuits ; the plurality of subsystem control circuits ; 
and the signals comprise one or more of a local target and a 

a set of one or more system control circuits configured to , monitored output of the set of monitored outputs from 
for each subsystem control circuit of the plurality of the hardware subsystem corresponding to the subsys 
subsystem control circuits , transmit the set of one or tem control circuit ; and 
more external signals to the subsystem control circuit . the first subsystem control circuit and the second subsys 

19. The computing system of claim 18 , wherein the set of tem control circuit are , in the hierarchical topology , 
system control circuits is coupled with the plurality of subordinate to the same system control circuit of the set 
subsystem control circuits in a hierarchical topology , of system control circuits . 
wherein each of the plurality of subsystem control circuits is 
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